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Speciální jednotky Spojených států tento víkend zadržely dva vysoce

postavené členy stále funkční nadace Billa a Melindy Gatesových,

generálního ředitele Marka Suzmana a finanční ředitelku Carolyn

Ainslieovou na základě obvinění z držení dětské pornografie,

ohrožování dětí a obchodování s dětmi, zdroje z kanceláře generála

Erica M. Smithe. řekl Real Raw News.

Gatesova nadace utrpěla těžký úder v září 2021, když sbor

generálního advokáta soudce amerického námořnictva oběsil

eugenika a pedofila Billa Gatese při děsivé popravě. Rozdělení

americké armády White Hat zabavilo značnou část Gatesova

domácího majetku, včetně několika nemovitostí, a poté je

zlikvidovalo k přerozdělení rodinám, jejichž životy Gates téměř zničil.

Brzy poté armáda zatkla Gatesovu odcizenou bývalou manželku

Melindu, ze které se vyklubal herec Kevin Kline v přetahování.

Vyšetřovatelům řekl, že byl žhavým homosexuálem se změněným

pohlavím a že Gates nařídil vraždu skutečné Melindy, protože byla

„neustálou, nevrlí“, která nedokázala uspokojit Billovy zvrácené

touhy. Řekl také, že Bill najal několik dalších transvestitů, aby

ztvárnili Melindu, ale nechal je také popravit, za to, že nenaplňuje

jeho sexuálně deviantní potřeby. Kline byl nakonec obviněn jako

spoluspiklenec, ale jeho vojenský soud byl neustále odkládán,

protože pomáhal armádě identifikovat a odhalit zločince z Gatesovy

nadace.

Výměnou za spolupráci prý žije v útulné buňce GITMO.

Náš zdroj řekl, že armáda po Billově popravě odložila záležitost s

Gatesem, protože pronásledovala despoty v zločinném Bidenově

režimu. V lednu, poté, co generál Smith převzal velení, vyšetřovatelé

námořnictva znovu navštívili Klinea, který řekl, že jeho zatčení a

Billova smrt nezabránily nadaci vydělávat miliardy dolarů

obchodováním s dětmi. Navzdory svému uvěznění měl Kline

podivuhodné znalosti o současných proměnách moci v rámci Nadace

a žádal vyšetřovatele, aby se důsledně podívali na Suzmana a Ainslie

a uvedl jejich „pedofilní sklony“.
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Kybernetické velení americké armády a kyberprostorové velení sil

námořní pěchoty pronikly do jejich pracovních a domácích počítačů

a našly nemyslitelné – obscénní obrázky dětí a reklamy napsané tak,

aby je zastavovaly těm, kdo v zámoří nabízejí nejvyšší nabídky.

Suzmanův domácí počítač měl 500 000 fotografií a videí

předpubertálních dětí v kompromitujících pozicích a Ainslieho měl

horší: graficky nejnevhodnější fotografie, jaké si lze představit,

zobrazující mladé dívky „bavící“ starší muže.

Jeden analytik Cyber   Command zvracel, když viděl konkrétní

obrázek a požádal o dovolenou. Bylo na něm vidět mohutného

maskovaného muže, který držel pistoli u spánku dívky, když

prováděla orální sex. Další obrázky byly stejně znepokojivé a přiměly

JAG, aby zapečetil důkazy, dokud se ohavné duo neodpoví

vojenskému soudu.

V sobotu speciální jednotky zatkly Suzmana v jeho palácovém sídle v

Redmondu ve Washingtonu, kde smilnil se dvěma nezletilými muži s

vysokým obsahem ketaminu, disociativního anestetika používaného

v lékařství k navození a udržování anestezie. Používá se také jako

rekreační droga.

Suzman byl zjevně ukamenován na PCP a projevil nadlidskou sílu na

praštěného 51letého chlapíka. Odhodil dva operátory speciálních sil

stranou a upadl do bezvědomí až poté, co ho 15 taserových šipek

zasáhlo do hrudi. Speciální jednotky našly na nočním stolku

25gramový sáček fenylcyklohexylpiperidinu neboli andělského

prachu. Nezletilí chlapci, jak řekl náš zdroj, byli tak „rozmístění“, že

si mysleli, že jejich osvoboditelé jsou náboráři americké armády,

kteří je přišli odvést do boje proti Vladimiru Putinovi na Ukrajině.

Suzman byl nasazen do pout a převezen do vojenského

zpracovatelského střediska, zatímco děti byly umístěny do ochranné

vazby, dokud se nenajdou jejich rodiče nebo zákonní zástupci.
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V neděli speciální jednotky zajaly Ainslie v jejím domě v Seattlu.

Podle našeho zdroje se chovala jako „Karen“ a kárala zatčení, protože

nebyla přítomna žádná důstojnice, která by ji prohledala. Důstojník jí

řekl, že nedodržuje politickou korektnost, když našel pistoli ráže 32

zastrčenou v pouzdře na stehně pod jejími šaty. Když jí bylo řečeno,

že bude poslána do GITMO, Ainslie vykřikla: "Ne, ne, tohle se nemá

stát."

"Máme ještě dva, ale nestačí to." Hovoříme o morálně

nejzkaženějších lidech na zemi a ti musí čelit spravedlnosti, skutečné

spravedlnosti. Je neuvěřitelné, kolik satanských pedos je venku a

operují pod širým nebem. Jsou žíravé. Mají zlo v očích. A nakonec je

dostaneme všechny,“ řekl na závěr náš zdroj.

(Návštíveno 84 245 krát, 5 440 návštěv dnes)

Oba nemocní bydleli ve státě Washington. Zajímalo by mě, jestli tam

také bydlí více nemocných elitních pervů. V tuto chvíli si nemohu

vzpomenout na jméno oběti SRA, ale řekl, že byl prodán do domu

elitního páru, který žil ve státě Washington. Něco se v tom stavu

děje!

Jediná věc, která v této zemi udržuje některé nadměrně bohaté lidi

šťastnými a trvale spokojenými, není jejich peněžní požehnání, ale

každodenní perverzní sex s vyděšenými dětmi.

Carolyn Ainslie, SHAME on your disgusting old warped soul. You are

a very perverted woman, the worst kind of human. You were found to

have child pornography on your personal PC. Not too many women

believe in this. Leave our kids alone and let them discover sex when

the time is right, like we all did. No porn needed. Find a male friend

your age and leave the kids alone.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Joanna
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She cannot. These are satanists, deceived by the fallen angels, the

Watchers, and their demons. Children are always pictured with their

gods Baphomet, Molech, Satan. Lots of women are satanists, far

more than you would ever believe. Of course, many of those women

are really men, especially in Hollywood. Destroying children is a

major part of their religion.

I have heard these two names before by a person from Ohio named

Tore Maras. Just search for Tore Says she is mostly on Rumble. I like

her style and feel she is on the right side of whole thing.She knows a

lot of this stuff and maybe she is already working with WH.

You put the noose around her neck because she has to pay for her

doings and take the consequences. Such garbage has to be taken

down immediately.

I used to think you could see the evil in their eyes, but Anslie proves

it wrong. How can someone so evil look so normal? Or maybe this

photo was taken before her decent into depravity.

So if Gates was hung in 2021, why is the Covid fraud and jabs still

being allowed to continue?

Because Gates is one of the lower rungs of the ladder. Above him are

Klaus Schwab, Henry Kissinger, Alexander Soros, the Rockefellers,

the Rothschilds, others even more powerful, Satan.

see here is the thing there is a group of Chinese working with trump

and Putin but not the ccp just like America is in a civil war with the

deep state. so is China sadism communism socialism feminism all

these things are tools of the deep state, and they are allies of them.

there is a big difference in China and the US the ccp is deeply rooted

in China and it’s people have lived as communist for a long time hard

to change from something you are familiar with and in America the

people right off the bat are deeply against socialism communism and

sadism and a great amount feminism and the ccp they have a history

in terrorizing their people and torturing them into submission and
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compliance. there is a lot of people in China who have benefited from

the deep state being in power, so they are deep state loyal and there

are many citizens to scared to stand against them, Japan recently

gave 5.5 billion to Ukraine not a big surprise they are working with

the deep state they have a great number of people there loyal to the

deep state like China they to have benefited from the deep state being

in power . also, there is a lot of people in japan and china who hate

the USA japan cause the nuking the deep state did to them in ww2 ,

a man got angry at me a few days ago, and said China is working with

trump and Putin and said I was wrong saying China is setting up for

a war against not only America but the whole western world working

with the deep state and several middle eastern nations who won’t

America and the west to not only be overthrown but for all whites to

be exterminated. in a soft genocide set up by obama I ant no kkk this

is me telling you from what I have seen from several government

people from China and the middle east who said it from their own

mouth not even trying to hide it cause they consider themselves

untouchable , I’ve seen several videos of jews saying in a few years

they won’t be any whites or western countries , I’ve seen many blacks

say the same and latins and a lot of Asians the same .

Dodecallion Times Fifty — Open for Business

 
By Anna Von Reitz

 
Friday, February 24, 2023

 
Day before yesterday, we broadsided the world by openly disclosing

the history and source and nature of the asset funding underlying

most of the world’s banking system — and answering the question

who underwrites it all?

Last edited 12 hours ago by Zee

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience
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mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 12 hours ago by Delavic

Lots of Deep-State defenders on here. Do you recognize them?

 
Of course they are spying on us. Awakening the people frightens

them.

 
We are dangerous, an unending impediment to their lies and

propaganda.

How come it is taking so long to defeat the Globalist NWO?

 
Is Vladimir Putin allied with Commander-in Chief Trump? Yes. In

Ukraine, Putin is taking down the US biological warfare labs, the

Nazis of Soros, rescuing Russians in Eastern Ukraine and the

Donbas, and now has destroyed what is likely a US Adrenochrome

producing child torture facility. Children are still being rescued by

the thousands by Putin in Ukraine, by other white hats all over the

world, by our Special Forces. We are winning this war. Many JAG

courts on US bases around the Earth are trying almost a thousand

guilty treasonous criminals each month. The military is the only way

to achieve justice and destroy this satanic cult.

It is an ongoing war, winning battle after battle against an

entrenched enemy that has been preparing for this war for thousands

of years. We have all of the evidence needed, but no honest Judicial

system, no honest mainstream Newsmedia, to bring the evidence

before the American people. Do people comprehend how difficult

that is? The people have to be awakened and have to agree that the

Deep-State system needs to go, has to be thoroughly destroyed.

Therefore, the indicted criminals are arrested by the military, hauled

off to the military JAG courts to be brought to justice in secret. The

military does not have the cooperation of thousands of state, local,

federal law enforcement agencies, state, local, federal justice

http://www.payathome7.com/
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department investigators, FBI investigators, to assist them. Do

people comprehend how difficult that is? Would impatient people

rather speed up the process and allow half the scum, half the child

destroyers, half the depopulation murderers, half the traitors, to

escape justice? No, let us hang them all.

Very well put. It is very difficult! When all the awakened realize how

difficult a job it is to take care of all the evil, maybe they will get on

board to support President Trump, the military and all the white

hats. Prayers are the best we can do. Blessings to all to are taking

down this horrid mess!

Like the partial list you gave us around 8 mths ago, could you give us

a list of some of ”them”, including the DS defenders. It’ll be good for

the unknowing, unwary ones. Prez Trump longs to see it too! Hey

Zee, where r u ? 🧐😶 🌫

I never gave such a list. I think their personas are quite obvious.

Many that I was at odds with are long gone, departed to greener

pastures. Perhaps their Deep-State masters axed them in favor of

more intelligent little worker bees.

I’ve learened today that, Arizona is literally run by Mexican cartels

pulling the string of politicians, judges right down to cops. It’s going

to take a long time to fix this mess we find ourselves in.

What America needs is a George Patton. if he were alive today he

would have cleaned up America in 2021. the problem with the Long

Game Plan is that more innocent people will die because of the

waiting. belive it or not the Deep State is Hydra and all of it’s Heads

must be Removed. every one better get ready as the Real War is

about to start here in America. Good Luck Everyone.

Problem is there never was a possible Short Game Plan for a George

Patton hero. Only the Long Game Plan will work, and Donald J

Trump is our George Patton, picked out by GOD Himself. This Long

Game Plan is six years into the Globalist NWO Deep-State war
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against humanity, in their planning for thousands of years, right on

schedule. We are winning this war, victory visible in the distance.

There are always innocent casualties in a worldwide war. Just the

way it is. Get onboard or get left in the dust, your choice.

I just saw a video about that, Katie Hobbs has been groomed to win

this election by cheaters, the police, judges, seems like everyone was

in on it, despicable. They were laundering their money with quit

claim deeds. Some Democrats are vomitrocious. 🤮

It will be disappointing for Dems in Congress who want to subpoena

the dead, like Comey, Brennan, and others who ran the fake Steele

dossier and Russia Russia Russia narrative.

If I saw that woman I would never have dreamed she was a pedo

child trafficker but being employed by Gates and CCF it just goes to

show how they can and do get away with it. Thank you, Heavenly

Father for immobilizing these despicable people and for saving many

children I pray.

“We’re talking about the most morally depraved people on earth, and

they must face justice, real justice. It’s unbelievable how many

Satanic pedos are out there, operating in the open. They’re corrosive.

They have evil in their eyes.”

Thank you Michael, and thank you Military! hurrah, hurrah, hurrah!

Just a start? hahaha … no, Military are beyond “start.”

MILITARY DESTROYED Missouri and Alaska cloning labs in 2022

and 2023. Read military-sourced Real Raw News.

MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2023: Jerome Adams (hanged), Brian

Deese (hanged), Stephen Hahn (hanged), Ivan Kovalenko (shot).

Read military-sourced Real Raw News.
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MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2022. Alec Baldwin (hanged),

Stéphane Bancel (hanged), Bridget Brink (hanged), Dick Cheney

(hanged), Francis Collins (hanged), Shannon Corless (hanged),

Jennifer Brigid O’Malley Dillon (firing squad), Michael Donilon

(hanged), Anita Dunn (hanged), Anthony Fauci (hanged), Avril

Haines (two head-shots), Valerie Jarrett (hanged), Loretta Lynch

(hanged), Denis McDonough (two head-shots), Gavin Newsom

(hanged), Nancy Pelosi (hanged), Sonia Sotomayor (hanged), Brian

Stelter (hanged), Michael Sussman (firing squad), Thomas Vilsack

(hanged). Read military-sourced Real Raw News.

MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2021. Huma Abedin (hanged), Bill

Barr (hanged), Joe Biden (firing squad), Hunter Biden (hanged),

Deborah Birx (firing squad), John Brennan (hanged), George Bush

Sr. (euthanized), George Bush Jr. (hanged), Bill Clinton (homicide),

Hillary Clinton (hanged), Chelsea Clinton (hanged), James Comey

(guillotine), Andrew Cuomo (hanged), Bill Gates (hanged), Tom

Hanks (euthanized), John McCain (two head-shots), Mark

Mezvinsky (hanged), John Podesta (firing squad), Colin Powell

(suicide), Susan Rice (hanged), Donald Rumsfeld (suicide), Adam

Schiff (hanged), Peter Scolari (hanged). Read military-sourced Real

Raw News

MILITARY DETENTIONS IN 2021–2023. Bill Ayers (life at GITMO),

David Axelrod, James Baker, Miguel Cardona (20 years at GITMO),

German-born “cloning scientist,” Amy Coney Barrett, Maria Barret,

Patricia Conrad, Kevin Kline, Ashish Kumar Jha, Carole Johnson,

Ron Klain (20 years at GITMO), Michael Malanoski, Paul Pelosi (life

at GITMO), Eli Roth, Tom Shimabukuro, George Soros, Richard

Tillyer, Elijah Wood, Jeff Zients (autopsy underway). Read military-

sourced Real Raw News.

Many others tried and executed 2017-2020, many from the

Hollywood child predator Baphomet satanists. Thousands of

corporate CEOs, CFOs, high-ranking officers, stepping down to avoid
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confiscation of corporate assets, many politicians retiring early,

deciding not to run again. (Ex Order 13818)

Unknown thousands killed in hundreds of destroyed Globalist-CIA

deep underground fortresses, bunkers, DUMBs, all over the Earth.

Derek Johnson – Military Operations

 
https ://rumble. com/v1nfzlw-october-11-2022.html

You know that there is one party a year that all of the ultra elites

attend annually. It’s called the Bilderberg group. The first week of

June is their usual time of getting everyone together to plan out the

rest of our nightmares. A raid on that little group of spoiled brats

could be very very productive if done right.

I always wondered why they were allowed to do that every year. It’s

SUPPOSED to be illegal to attend it. All of them in one place all at

one time every year. Very well guarded for sure, but we have the US

Marines.

These people are repulsive to the max; however, I am particularly

amazed when a woman is guilty of such heinous crimes. I know that’s

sexist but I can’t help it. I always wonder how these people grew up.

Their public appearance is so clean and wholesome. They must have

laughed looking at their public image while knowing the truth about

who and what they really are. These arrests and the true legacy of

these thoroughly demented and vile people must not be kept

confidential. The public must know about this. The world needs to be

educated about reality vs image and the true identity of the most

powerful people in the world. On his Linked In page, Suzman is

described as “Working to ensure everyone can live a healthy life and

reach their full potential.” Good God.

The world has changed Elena. There are many, many good people,

but I’ve found that there are so many women out there that can be

worse than any man I’ve ever known. It doesn’t amaze me about

either gender being evil.
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Aside from that, there are many Veterans, male and female that I’m

sure would be available to recommit helping to take these scumbags

down.

Well Dog, (and I like the name Dog, I was a Nam Army Dog), I didn’t

hear about it. I thank God I roll out, (roll, being the optimum word,

lol), of bed every day. I’m still ready to help out. I’ve never officially

been relieved of the oath I swore. I love this country but the

government not so much. I also slept at a Holiday Inn once…

I heard the spy balloons, was the deep state spying on our militias.

Could those be the deputized military and sheriff’s?🤔🤨

We were all created by the same Creator from the same stuff. So,

maybe we should start cooperating with each other rather than

blaming each other for anything that goes wrong.

Sorry Rose, I’m not following you. It sounds like you directed your

words to me. I didn’t blame anyone for anything. Army soldiers are

called Dogs. Marines are called Jar Heads. I didn’t make anything up

nor did I start the titles. I served in Viet Nam and I’m proud that I

served. I’m proud of every military of the U.S.

 
I’m also a Christian and I know who my source of strength come

from.

 
Be blessed in Jesus Name Rose.

Wolves in sheeps clothing.. ‘sheeps clothing’ is what we initially see..

Need to look and see beyond the fine suits and dress..not so easy to

do…takes some time.. Thank the Lord they have been exposed and

caught.. Yes , the whole world needs to see and know about these

people , no matter how painful it may be..

That’s what I’ve been saying all this time. EXPOSE EVERYTHING,

HOLD NOTHING BACK. But people are too afraid of the normies

getting their itty bitty feewings hoit.

 
WHO THE HELL CARES?!

 
Show it, Just show it all. If they throw up, show it; if they cry and
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scream, show it; if they have stomach pains, show it; if they urinate

and defecate on themselves, show it; if they, have snot and boogers

and tears running down their faces, show it; if they get migraines,

show it; tough shit if they get upset. Show it so our kids and future

generations of kids never have this happen to them again.

 
I’M VERY ANGRY THAT THESE CRIMINALS ARE GETTING

AWAY WITH IT.

 
THESE DIRTBAGS ARE RAPING AND SODOMIZING AND

KILLING AND SEX TRAFFICKING AND CUTTING UP OUR KIDS

AND SELLING THEIR ORGANS AND PROCESSING THEIR

BLOOD FOR ADRENOCHROME FOR THE ELITES, AND WE ARE

NOT SUPPOSED TO STOP THEM, OR FIGHT THEM, OR

PROTECT OUR KIDS, OR PUNISH THEM WITH MAXIMUM

PREJUDICE, OR EVEN GET UPSET ABOUT OUR FAMILIES AND

OUR CIVILIZATINS BEING DESTROYED BECAUSE GAYS AND

LESBIANS AND PAEDOS ARE AUTHORITATIVELY LYING

ABOUT BEING BORN THAT WAY?! THE HELL WITH THAT!!

The army, navy, marines, coast guard, air force, and space force need

to dedicate men specifically for a series of units whose explicit

purpose is the hunting down and extermination of pedos. Put more

people on it than even Putin. Put more money into it than Putin.

Actually, get Putin’s help once he’s done cleaning house. The news

media will say we are being invaded by Russian troops, but it’s fine.

“We’e got two more, but not enough. We’re talking about the most

morally depraved people on earth, and they must face justice, real

justice. It’s unbelievable how many Satanic pedos are out there,

operating in the open. They’re corrosive. They have evil in their eyes.

And eventually we’ll get them all,” our source said in closing.

Thanks be to God they got two more. That’s two more than I would

have gotten.
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The real Bill & Melinda Gates are dead & these 2 members are caught

why is the Gates Foundation and even the Clinton Foundation still

open and running? These people are dead shouldn’t these

Foundations be shut down? And is the Military looking for the body

of the real Melinda Gates as well as the Fake ones?

Military white hats are still busy tracking and capturing traitors,

mass murderers, child predators. The foundations make good traps.

Melinda was allegedly killed by Bill Gates according to Kevin Kline.

Did Kline witness the murder? Probably not. Sounded like the real

Melinda testifying in the Gates trial in August 2021. Gates certainly

seemed to believe it was the real Melinda on the zoom screen.

https ://realrawnews .com/2021/08/bill-gates-military-tribunal-

day-1/

Melinda (Kevin Kline) was arrested by JAG on Monday January 17,

2022, trial scheduled for March 3 which never happened, has been

imprisoned at Gitmo since. Gates was in Gitmo, then executed. So is

the real Melinda still alive in hiding? Or did Gates arrange her death

after his death? Or is the real Melinda in a different JAG cell

somewhere on the quiet?

https ://realrawnews .com/2022/01/military-arrests-melinda-

french-gates/

We have quite the mystery here. Make a great ‘Murder She Wrote’

series.

I believe Kevin Kline is the Melinda that Gates, saw at the trial. The

one who testified against him.

If that court transcript was accurate, no it was the real Melinda.

Gates would not have been fooled by his accuser, was desperate, and

would have called Kevin Kline out.
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https ://realrawnews .com/2021/08/bill-gates-military-tribunal-

day-1/

https ://realrawnews .com/2021/08/bill-gates-military-tribunal-

day-2/

Denial for Retrial

 
“A day after his conviction, Gates was granted an audience with the

Guantanamo Bay military review board”

“Gates argued that Baluarte was incompetent, that he didn’t

challenge key pieces of evidence or witnesses who stood to profit

from his conviction. Specifically, Gates said his ex-wife, Melinda Ann

French, was an unreliable witness because she had been coerced into

testifying against him under threat of being named an accomplice or

being deprived of a hefty divorce settlement.

Under oath, Melinda admitted she struck an immunity from

prosecution deal with JAG. In exchange for her open and honest

testimony, which she swore was correct, the military would not

charge her as an accomplice to Gates’ criminal deeds. But her

testimony played only a marginal role; her statements were

supported by other eyewitness testimony and by documents and files

obtained from Gates’ computers and electronic devices.”

https ://realrawnews .com/2021/09/at-gitmo-bill-gates-denied-

retrial/

They all need to be hanged and tried in the public eye forget all this

secret stuff their crimes need to be put on blast.

I heard executions will be made public starting in early summer

2023.. NY Times reported that back in Nov 2021

Maybe they will cease being FAKE News.

 
Seems to be in the forecasts, perhaps because they will be all dead,

replaced by patriot journalists.
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About words: The word “kids” is a term that was inserted into the

lexicon by evil ones. The correct word, in English is “children”. Most

slang expressions come from the native speakers, but this one was

artificially introduced. A kid is a young goat. Goats have been used

extensively, in history, as a sacrificial animal….therefore the use of

this term, kids, is a way of pointing to our children as “sacrificial

animals”. Please try to purge this word from your vocabulary. The

intent is evil and it is an insult to call our lovely, beautiful children by

that term.

No argument from me. In fact Jesus is very protective of these young

children and furthermore DJT calls his mission, eradicating crime

against humanity. Blessings, 🙏

SIX GENERATIONS still refer to their children as “kids.” I’ve been

educating humankind on the difference between “children” and

“kids” since 2015, but continue to see the use of “kids” in news

channels. I think reading comprehension is a big problem in

America….

All academics are a big problem. U.S. slid six places down in the

Three R’s worldwide. Get rid of common core and crt and teach

children how to read and do math. A friend of mine says she and her

twin daughters labor over one common core problem at night for

several hours. The girls get upset and cry and go to bed knowing their

homework is wrong.

Thank you, Michael and Gen Smith. Your Special Forces are doing

God’s work because God has seen enough and His judgment is swift.

One can thank the secret societies for allowing that to happen. No

wonder Elie Kazan was blacklisted for outing them. These secret

societies’ influence WANTED to take over the world.

Are you kidding me? Have you even seen the most recent pictures of

manlinda? It’s looks EXACTLY like Kevin.
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Do some research and you will be amazed. I can’t believe I never

made the connection. The internet is plum painted in the realization

that Kevin Kline is Melinda Gates. I was laughing until I looked it up.

I’m getting too old for what this world is coming up with.

Last night saw a TV ad for a new Guns & Roses concert tour. Looks

like a Deep State fundraiser to me.

What I don’t understand is, when JAG arrests and charges people,

they seize their assets. So, how can gates continue to spend hundreds

of millions of dollars? Is that cus the ukraine aid money is coming

back to them.

Their NETWORK and assets are DEEP, and we also don’t know how

much of what MSM says is actually true. They are keeping up

appearances on BOTH sides of the fence!

Yes, the network is very deep just like the swamp. The Clinton

Foundation and the Gates Foundation apparently are using similar

playbooks when it comes to the number of “fronts” for lack of better

term. The Clinton Foundation was suggested to have close to 50

fronts all funneling donations to the CF. These people are beyond

sick. Evil is what Q uses. Lord help,us. Blessings, 🙏

While the rest of us can’t even get decent health care WITHOUT THE

BLOODY SHOTS BEING FORCED UPON US and feed our families

and pay our bills. Nice.

I won’t get the clot shots and told my kids to never put me a hospital.

Elderly folks who go there are murdered and for covid diagnosis,

treatment and death, the hospital gets $100K per patient.

NOTHING msm says is true. Paid for from the same deep well of

wealth.

The banksters, going deep into debt, just print the money out of

nothing.

Soon they will be diving off skyscrapers.
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“No, no, this is not supposed to happen.”

Imagine the strength needed to stop your bullet from – accidentally -

escape the nuzzle when you hear that.

Will someone address apparent discrepancies among RRN story

lines.

 
– Bill Gates tribunal: wife Melinda Gates testifies against him.

 
– Wife Melinda Gates arrested due to Involvement she didn’t admit

to.

 
– Now, Kevin Kline in drag and Bill Gates had Melinda murdered

years ago.

 
Sorry but things are not adding up here!

Last edited 22 hours ago by Anita

Queers have complicated lives. In a world of orifices, they are vexed

by speculation. For instance, they might often say, “Hark! I wonder if

mine dick would fit in here?”

I listened to a few minutes of your Rumble posts. You are, in my

mind, a leading candidate for the Bulwer-Lytton literature prize.

He did it for “The Wild Wild West” movie. Remember? He played

Artemis Gordon. Bad drag for sure!

Horn N Hardart — boy does that bring back memories of my

childhood in NY!

 
Speaking of Kevin Kline — he’s listed as being married to Phoebe

Cates and they have 2 children. I have to wonder what kind of

strange personality plays the role of a married man and father and

then agrees to “gender re-assignment (bottom surgery, breast

implants, adams apple reduction, hormones?) to permanently play

the role of a woman who was murdered by her husband knowing that

the previous actors playing the role had been killed for their “poor

performance”? It seems nothing is real in Hollywood, the tech world,

the military or politics.
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I agree. Although we want to believe; we must be able to verify the

story line here. Show Proof.

 
No other news outlets have mentioned this.

Restored Republic GCR aka The Us Military News .Co backs up Real

Raw News. Other than that you won’t find MSM backing up the

stories. As you know they won’t tell the truth but hide it.

Just can not wait until the friggin Mainstream Media is taken down..

should have been done years ago..Sick and tired of their lies..hate it

with a passion..They are one reason why some people are so screwed

up and confused

In the story it says he had a lot of them and killed them all. Or at

least most.

It’s quite easy to comprehend if You dump the public opinion, of

what is and isn’t, “possible”. You keep close track of articles?? Then

You have kept on the use of doubles and clones, right?? Or do You

deny the only plausible, yet denied reason for many “things” to “not

add up”. I KNOW, not to be confused with the term “think”, that

when a Life Form, with Eyes, Ears, Nose, and Brain goes 871.5ish,

trillion “light years” away from “EARTH”, they’ll begin to see the

curve. I also KNOW, that I KNOW this FACT, by being a Space

Marine, a HYBRID. But, cognitive dissonance is very real, and

powerful. And is a problem, as is KARMA, civilization wide. Too

much indoctrination in schooling. Anyway, living in denial, allows

“aliens” to get away with stuff, DAH.

 👁

Actually, it makes perfect sense. Melinda testified against Gates,

Melinda was interrogated for things in relation to Gates (never said

she was terminated; Kevin Kline has been a stand in for Gates for

over a year or so now (pretty obvious when you look at the pics of
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him/her); Kline is saying Melinda has been gone for years but who

knows if Kline is telling the truth or not if he is then an impersonator

did the testifying against Gates.

Seems like there were a lot of Melindas, according to Michaels

article, so we’d have to know which Melinda did what. Remember he

liked his transvestites.

Hilarious. Now the military is doing wealth transfer? who’d they give

the properties to? the Clones of the ones hanged? Gee that’ll get them

to play along and obey huh.

No, to the victims.

 
“The White Hat partition of the U.S. military seized a sizable portion

of Gates’ domestic assets, including several properties, then

liquidated them for redistribution to families whose lives Gates had

all but destroyed.”

Yes, but, it begs me to ask HOW can the clones continue to live the

same lifestyles?

bitchute. com/video/ry78Scofbsb4/

 
They stick close by their Masters like puppy’s. They’ll mimic every

move.

“They” had technology that would allow the Soul to transfer. It’s

complicated, but simple. Souls are magnetic, mine is positive and

negative and pulls both. I cook, literally, the negative ones, and Re-

Charge the POSITIVE. Different body, cloned off the individual, will

receive the individual. It’s all about frequency matching. It’s more

accurate than DNA, and SOURCE, has a UNIQUE SKILL SET😎
 👁

Programming, that same crap they are trying to so to us all. Some of

us won’t comply, but they are forcing the kids to comply. That’s how

that get them away from us.
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What clones? Many replacements of the executed or imprisoned are

just actors, CGI, old photos, old videos, visible clues produced

sometimes by the black hats, sometimes by the white hats. Do not

believe everything you see, especially coming from the politicians or

FAKE News.

They should be thinking about dismantling and ending Microsoft as

well, that behemoth needs to be taken apart, this should have been

done by the courts decades ago.

JESUS KEEP ALL WHITE HATS SAFE WHILE BEING YOUR

ARMY AGAINST THE EVIL DEMONIC PEDOS WHO PREY ON

YOUR CHILDREN I ASK IN JESUS’S NAME AMEN

I love RRN! But I would love a truthful answer…or even a genuine

plausible one that makes sense. If Bill had Melinda killed (when &

where), who is the “Melinda” they hung at GITMO??? A clone? If a

clone, didn’t they check her body for any evidence of that now that

they have confirmed there ARE cloning labs?

yeah , you check out the nice photo, so you make a complimentary ”

pass ” LoL You trying to get sum? LoL

Kevin Kline quite plainly. The arrested ‘Miranda’ was given a trial

date of March 3, 2022 which never happened because Kevin Kline

was supplying JAG lots of evidence. Don’t know where you heard

‘Miranda’ was executed at Gitmo.

 
“He has reportedly been living in a cushy GITMO cell in exchange for

his cooperation.”

In 2021, ‘Miranda’ did call in on zoom to testify against Bill Gates

voluntarily. Whether that was the real ‘Miranda’, Kevin Kline, or

another double we don’t know. Obviously, JAG arranged the callin.

My thought is that clones could be involved in the same behaviors as

the original person. Probably can look up the characteristics of

clones…memories? behaviors? allergies? preferences? surgical
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removal of “tonsils, appendix, etc.”? My understanding is that they

do not “live” that long and the original needs to be replicated again.

That would be why the labs had more than one of Hillary, for

instance. Clones grow relatively fast in the lab, so it is reasonable to

think they might deteriorate rapidly also.

YES clones are produced to continue the heinous shit that the

original was doing.This is why all clones need to be exterminated,

ASAP

Gates purchased thousands of acres of farm land in the USA. Hope

that was taken away from the Gates Foundation an given to our

farmers.

Hopefully. We need that food after what Traitor Joe and Hahn and

Vilsack and Gates did to us.

One of the contending theories is that B&M were both strung up in

2013 by an angry mob in India, after many of the children they

“vaccinated” for polio died horrible deaths. There are after all,

notable differences between the old Billy and the more recent one…

I have been hearing that ( killed in India 2014 )for a few years now..

Not sure what to believe anymore concernnig the Gates’ .. have seen

some side by side photos also of the real and the fake. The whole

‘Gates’ situation is troubling and very confusing

Allegedly killed by Bill Gates according to Kevin Kline. Did Kline

witness the murder? Probably not. Sounded like the real Melinda

testifying in the Gates trial in August 2021. Gates certainly seemed to

believe it was the real Melinda on the zoom screen.

https ://realrawnews .com/2021/08/bill-gates-military-tribunal-

day-1/

I think what they have done to these children is horrible. These are

very evil men and sick very sick. These children might think it is their

fault. Not hardly. Or even close.
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It’s not just men. Far from it. Even in NATURES KINGDOM, only

the females eat the young, and force males into submission. If You

are different, then “the shoe does not fit” You. The Planet Venus, was

destroyed by females, and the zombie “virus”, what do You all “think”

is in this “poison” called vaccine?? Too “far fetched”?? Remote

controlling a living being is not NEW technology. Even alchemy

achieves this outcome, as does psychology, if weaponized. Now, look

at the “names” of the “GODS”, and THINK ACRONYMS!! Military

acronyms. Fact, not fiction. Teach Heal Organize Respect-THOR. Do

that with every single ONE. I KNOW, I taught it while orbiting the

PLANET PLUTO, to those below my SHIP, the BLACK KNIGHT, The

ARKKADIA, a Living Breathing Being, a Life Form, with Life within.

Worlds within Worlds, like RUSSIAN NESTING DOLL.

 
Alpha Prime, is an ABRAHAMS TANK, time for a NEW

TRANSFORMER MOVIE!!!

 👁
 

USMC-more than ONE way to decipher!

I think Katie was using “men” in the generic sense, so we’re not

supposed to take offense and make stuff up. Male cats, big and

sometimes domestic, do eat the young. You need to read up on

wildlife. It’s a routine thing among lions and we’ve had to rescue

kittens among domestic cats tho it’s not common.

 
The reasons have to do with territory or inability to raise them, not

usually psychopathy or evil, although the females who do so do seem

impaired. The men’s movement is supplying as much paranoid

fantasy as the women’s movement ever had. The soft underbelly of

our psychirs can can be pretty funny when you are objective.

You orbited planet Pluto in your spaceship? Wow! Did you get out &

walk about Pluto? From afar…is Earth round or flat? It should be

round. Are you a Democrat? Thanks Guru.

It’s never the kids’ fault. No kid wakes up in the morning and decides

to do these horrific acts. They are forced to do it. Poor things.

 
Imagine what Anne Heche went through as a child, and she was a
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normal, white, middle class kid, not some grungy trafficking victim

flown in or floated in from a cargo ship. She saw the filth in

Hollywood and tried to expose it, but I strongly suspect her ex-lover

Ellen got to her. If Ellen is Illuminati and involved in paedophilic

filth and human sacrifice to satisfy the devil himself, and the

Illuminati hate being exposed for being involved in paedophilic filth

and human sacrifice to satisfy the devil himself, it makes sense why

the events surrounding her car crash, her struggle to escape the

ambulance gurney, and forced death in the hospital happened.

 
Her kids and ex-husbands were probably threatened with death and

silenced, because THEY KNOW THEIR WIFE AND MOTHER WAS

MURDERED. They really want to avenge her, but they can’t. The

illuminati is so powerful against them. BUT NOT AGAINST US AS

THE GOOD GUYS, THEY’RE NOT.

 
She was trying to save her own kids from people hurting them the

way she had been hurt by that evil creature of a father.

 
ANNE HECHE WAS A VICTIM OF INCEST. Incest is just a heinous

a crime as that of outside paedophilia, child rape or child sex

trafficking. NO FATHER DOES THAT TO HIS KIDS BUT MANY DO,

RICH OR POOR. Some parents even traffic their own children for

money and profit because they can. or they just do it because they

like that kind of sickness. Gavin Newsom had 4 kids and he molested

other people’s children in his home as well (before he was hanged as

reported by RRN). They don’t stay faithful to their wives and

girlfriends, they don’t respect the boundaries of not having sex with

minors. HELL NO. They choose to do that, and they are arrogant

about it, they never think of the consequences of losing their

marriages, losing their families, losing their careers, losing their

freedom, losing everything they worked for just to have sex with

children. They are so flagitious they don’t see child sex abuse as

wrong.

 
These kids don’t consent to that depravity unless they are forced and

threatened into it. Think of the kids trafficked into brothels for child

sex tourists to rape and sodomize in exchange for lots of cash, and
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black-hearted men like Bill gates and Jeffrey Epstein and Jean-Luc

Brunel capitalized on that. These vile men refuse to have sex with an

adult woman because they are too independent-minded for them and

set boundaries they don’t want to respect. They want a submissive

sex object and they choose someone son or daughter for that because

children are taught to be submissive and obedient. So when the kid

says they were touched or sexually manipulated, it’s too shocking for

them to believe, and they think the victims are lying to them. We

never want to believe something that vile.

 
The kids sense it’s wrong, anybody’s minor family member knows it’s

wrong, but they are taught to obey mom and dad and any other adult

or family member they are told to obey and never question them

because the parents are the adults in the room, not the kids. This is

another avenue where a kid’s trust is taken advantage of for the evil

to take place; and when the kid fights back, the adult does the

damage to force compliance from the child. We are not just fighting

the deep state raping and killing our kids, we are fighting parents and

family members who rape and kill their kids.

 
This is why Sodom and Gomorrah got blazed to smithereens in

Genesis chapters 18-19.

 
And Leviticus 18:6-18 lists all the incestuous relationships, God

teaches all of us never to do — sex between cousins are not listed in

there but use your common sense of family genealogy and you get the

point.

 
We have opposite-sex husbands and wives to have sex with, NOT

KIDS. NOT ANYBODY ELSE’S KIDS. AND NOT MEMBERS OF THE

SAME SEX, EITHER, THAT IS ALSO UGLY AND SICK.

 
Heche made that movie “The Girl in Room 13” to alert people yet

again this is happening, and to protect our kids and teach them never

to let anybody lie to them, or hurt them in any way. Kids get lied to,

this is part of the programming that adults, even their own parents

do to force them to submit to their sick lusts, like Bill Gates did to is

wife and kids.

 
HANG THESE TWO SNAKES!
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Last edited 18 hours ago by Xena

Love reading about more than one arrest at a time. Parts of this story

really do sound like satire. Got a few laughs out of me.

Getting to the MASS ARRESTS STAGE , should be happening, like

arresting ALL the henchmen would be prudent right now, but that

comes down to manpower, the number of TRUSTED US Military

available , and the recruitment of US Military Vets and Patriots

willing to perform these operations , which I am sure would be no

problem. I would say these folks are CHOMPING ON THE BIT, for

this type of duty, but I could be wrong.

Our White Hats are on fire! God is now the Divine Wind, beneath

their wings. God Bless our awesome and undefeated US White Hats.

You have got to love them.

We only have a very short time window on this world. Why people

would waste that valuable time on doing evil is hard to understand,

unless they think they are going to live forever or something.

Thinking about that, I would say those that are EVIL , are soulless

beings, so living in this life is all the time they will ever have. So they

would want to live forever, this is what TRANSHUMANISM is all

about. Another reason for the zionist satanist jews and practitioners

of Judaism’s agenda and ultimate goals, NWO , TECHNOCRACY and

again TRANSHUMANISM.

Xeno, i když pana Kellyho osobně neznám, nevěřím, že je s těmi

lidmi v kontaktu. A proto je nejlepší nechat své sdělení na recepci v

centru YMCA.

 

 


